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World Textile Conference - 3
World Textiles - Redefining Strategy

Central Office

The Textile Association (India) proposes to organize “World Textile Conference-3” on 25-26th February,
2023 at Ahmadabad on the theme "World Textiles - Redefining Strategy".
Association has been at the forefront in spreading Knowledge, Education, Research as well as assisting
Policy Making and organizing several National and International events in India & abroad.
Textile Industry over thousands of years has been playing a key role in the growth of civilization. The first
step in strategy formulation challenging the then leadership came from Britain through the 19th century
Industrial revolution. Innovation in raw material, primarily through emergence of man-made cellulosic's
evolved the next stage of strategic development.
However, two consecutive world wars and particularly World War II brought in radical change in the
product needs and in turn the technology requirements. Man-made synthetics emerged with the advent
of Polyamide and followed by Polyester, Acrylics and Polypropylene grabbed both Industrial and
consumer preferences. The world saw novel commercial applications of fibers eventually in the form of
Industrial and Technical Textiles for the very first time during this phase.
Computer Sciences and lately Artificial Intelligence collectively made all the strategic decisions sustainable
and highly pervasive in the last decade. Over the ages, continued defining and redefining strategies gave
birth to newer raw materials, technology, novel applications and financial inclusions leading to positive
changes in consumer preferences and significant Industry growth.
The proposed World Textile Conference – 3 attempts to address key strategic changes in manufacturing, marketing, trade, policies & research
to look at the process and steps for Industry to be future ready. The two day "Hybrid" event would encompass deliberations on key topics like
The New World Order in Textile & Apparel Industry, Digital Revolution Driving Sustainability, "Cotton Vs MMF or Cotton & MMF" - Pathway
to Economic Leadership, Technology Developments & Investment Opportunities, Denims beyond 2025 & much more.
Diagonal Consulting (India), a leading Strategic and Management Consulting firm in Textiles spearheaded by Dr. P. R. Roy is the 'Knowledge
Partner' for the said event. The firm & its associates integrate a range of expert knowledge in Textile & Apparel Industry through wide
experience and alliances globally.
We expect a major participation from Industry & Technology Leaders, Trade Bodies, Education & Financial Institutions, Policy Makers,
Researchers and Economists from within & outside the country at the ensuing World Textile Conference - 3.
Kindly block your dates. Request not to miss this conference.
Please contact to know more about the event, participation & speaking opportunity.
Nirav Shah
Diagonal Consulting (India)
M.: +91-9909904179
E-mail: nirav.dci@gmail.com
RSVP:
taicnt@gmail.com

T. L. Patel
TAI Vice President & Conference Chairman
Tel.; +91-079-26582123
E-mail: taiahd2@gmail.com
Website: www.textileassociationindia.org
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Post event Report of Hybrid Lecture
Mumbai Unit

The Textile Association (India), Mumbai Unit organized the first Hybrid Lecture on “Increasing Manufacturing Capacity Utilization in the
Textile Sector through Global Visibility to Indian Manufacturers for Business Growth” on 19th May, 2022 in the Conference Room of TAI,
Mumbai Unit Office.
Mr. Rajiv Ranjan, President, The Textile Association (India), Mumbai Unit welcomed the Speaker and participants to the lecture. Mr. Haresh B.
Parekh was the Convenor of this first Hybrid Lecture.

Mr. Rajiv Ranjan welcoming Mr. Avinash Bapat

Mr. V. C. Gupte offering the Memento to Mr. Avinash Bapat

Mr. Avinash Bapat delivering his presentation

The lecture was addressed by Mr. Avinash Bapat, Founder and Concept Creator of Capximize India who have created a global technology
platform for manufacturing sector www.capximize.com.
Lecture focused on creating awareness about the unused manufacturing capacities in textile sector in India. Mr. Bapat said Capximize platform
helps MSMEs and SMEs in textile sector to get global visibility and global business opportunity using the platform.
Presently, many companies are involved in contact manufacturing and manufacturing outsourcing, but they do not have a repository of
information where they can access to the data available about capacity available for the same. Capximize platform is providing this curetted
data to worldwide companies by digitizing the manufacturing capacity available with Indian manufacturers.
He also added, Capximize with help of sector experts has deeped dived into all the five sectors they are covering, leading to creating a user
friendly UI/UX for both capacity providers and seeker. Capximize today is into five sectors. Apart from Textile, we are covering the sectors like
Auto Components, Electronics, Pharmaceuticals and Specialties Chemicals. He added, "Capximize is on the mission of making Indian
manufacturing sector globally competitive". We are offering free registration to all the members of The Textile Association of India.
Mr. A. V. Mantri, Hon. Secretary, The Textile Association (India), Mumbai Unit proposed the Vote of Thanks. Mr. Rajiv Ranjan presented the
floral bouquet and Mr. V. C. Gupte presented the Memento to the Speaker Mr. Avinash Bapat.
Presentation by Mr. Bapat was an excellent guidelines and wonderful hybrid session. Capacity utilisation is a contemporary issue faced by
every industry. The Capximize will go a long way in helping in this cause. Also this presentation will help in optimum utilisation of capacities in
various areas of the Textile industry

View of the participants

This event was very successful with the presence of the participation both physically and virtually. There was good interaction between the
speaker and participants who asked many questions and the same were promptly answered by the speaker.
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TAI representing in various forums for building it's an image
Mr. R. K. Vij, President of the Textile Association (India) along with Mr. T. L. Patel, TAI Vice President & Mr. Mahebdrabhai Patel, TAI Hon. Gen. Secretary are
representing TAI in various leading Textile forums for scaling new height and building the further TAI image. On the invitations from the various industry
organizations they participating in the Ministry of Textiles, State Governments, and CII etc. and discussing on various issues and how to grow ahead the
Association.

Ø
On behalf of Textile Association of Central, participated as Co Chair-person and delivered Keynote speech on the Migration of workers after Corona
pandemic. Senior official from Niti Udyog, Foreign trade, IOM organised the function at Delhi. The Textile Association (India) supports the Govt. for
betterment of Textile workers in India after the COVID Pandemic. (29-04-22).
Ø
Members of Polyester Textile Apparel Industry Association (PTAIA) and The Textile Association (India) met with New Chemical Secretary Mrs. Arti Ahuja Ji
and had detailed discussion on Inverted duty, Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) and short supply of PYA and MEG. She patiently listened to all points and
assured to support the Polyester Industry.
Ø
Mr. R. K. Vij visited Nagpur and had a meeting with Dr. Hemant Sonare (President of TAI Vidarbha Unit & G. C. Member), who is a active Member of Nagpur
Textile Industry regions, had a discussion in length on very important few points like promotional and academic activities of Textiles in all India level. Also
discussed on how to involve new Textile Graduates and Textile Companies into the Textile Association (India). Further, it has discussed on how to organize
proposed International Textile Conference (WTC -3) to make it a grand success, which is to be held at Ahmadabad during February 2013. Dr. Hemant
Sonare assured to take active part and will work on to increase the Cotton production in Vidarbha cotton belt. He has offered himself to promote these
activities at National level.

Ø
On behalf of The Textile Association (India) along with Delhi TAI Unit, Mr. Navin Goyal Ji attended the “Enterprise India” Inauguration program at Vigyan
Bhawan, Delhi. Some of the suggestion had given to the Govt. on how to encourage new Young Entrepreneurs to come forward.
Ø
A team of the Textile Association (India) consisting Mr. R. K. Vij (President); Mr. T. L. Patel (Vice President; Mr. Ashok D. Patel & Mr. D. I. Patel attended the
meetings with State Textile Minister and Industry Minister in Ahmadabad to discuss how to grow the Textiles in India on behalf of whole Textile Industry
Segments.
Such several participating will surely enhance the vision & purpose of Association and the Industry to grow its visibility for scaling new height in making India an
ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT.
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Trützschler sets ambitious targets for
climate neutrality
Trützschler is taking
action! We are now
striving to achieve
three specific and
measurable targets
that will support our
impact on the biggest
challenge our planet
has ever faced.
Our commitment
For over 130 years,
L to R: Florian Schürenkrämer,Deputy Chief Spokesperson
Tr ü t z s c h l e r h a s
for the Hermann Trützschlerfamily & Charlotte Fontaine,
Deputy Chief Spokesperson for the Hans Trützschler family
provided resourceefficient technologies for customers worldwide. As a family-owned
company, we've always placed a strong focus on ensuring sustainability for
future generations. Today, that focus is sharper than ever – because our
planet's precious climate is changing. In response, Trützschler is taking
decisive action to further minimize our environmental impact and
maximize our contribution to sustainability.
Our actions are focused around three specific targets for cutting emissions:
1) Reduction of CO2 emissions by 50 % at our headquarters in
Mönchengladbach, Germany, by 2025
2) Climate-neutrality* at all Trützschler locations in Germany by 2030
3) Climate-neutrality* at all Trützschler locations worldwide by 2035
By pursuing these ambitious targets, we are going to transform our
business. Trützschler's global teams are now stepping up efforts to
accelerate innovative energy management approaches, our shift to
renewable power and more sustainable logistics processes. “The
shareholders of the Trützschler Group SE set these goals for climate
neutrality as part of our commitment to protecting the planet and secure
the long-term success of our company”, says Charlotte Fontaine, Deputy
Chief Spokesperson for the Hans Trützschler family. Florian
Schürenkrämer, Deputy Chief Spokesperson for the Hermann Trützschler
family, adds: “That commitment has been a central part of our identity for
more than 130 years – and we, the fifth generation of shareholders, are
excited about taking the next steps forward in this long tradition.”
Our contribution
How are we going to achieve our sustainability
targets? With our technologies, our processes
and our people! Trützschler's technologies save
resources, cut waste and reduce emissions for
customers worldwide. Our own production
processes are shaped by our passion for energy
savings and resource-efficiency. And our
people and partners actively promote a safer
and more sustainable future. Together, these
three factors will contribute to tangible results
i n o u r c o m m i t m e n t t o p ro m o t i n g
environmental and social progress.

sensors that help to
make sure every
fiber is used.
Specially designed
machines and
equipment from
Trützschler also
support the
transition to a
circular economy
by making it
possible to produce
Production processes are transformed to
yarn by recycling
minimize our environmental impact
old material,
production waste, or even plastic bottles. And our Wet-laid/Spunlace
technologies support the production of fully biodegradable wet wipes
that are made from pulp and cellulose.
Our processes
Our production facilities are designed to maximize sustainability, and
we constantly seek ways to further reduce energy consumption and
boost resource efficiency. We go beyond regulatory expectations, and
proactively integrate environmental considerations into every aspect
of our business.
This involves using renewable energy from sources like solar panels,
wind turbines and hydropower. We also operate a continuous
improvement approach to cut waste in our value chain. We are
investing in climate-friendly logistics processes such as our fleet of lowemissions company cars.
All Trützschler sites are certified in line with the ISO 50001 standard for
energy management, and we are a partner of the Blue Competence
sustainability initiative from the Mechanical Engineering Industry
Association (VDMA).
Our employees
As a family-owned company, our business is shaped by a firm belief in
the importance of creating a sustainable future for generations to come.
Health and safety are our top priority at all
times. We provide a working environment
with flat hierarchies and fast decision-making –
where strong values define our leadership
approach. And we empower our people to
learn and grow throughout their career via
targeted programs for training and
development.

WASTECONTROL technology for optimal raw material utilization

Our technologies
Innovations from Trützschler support the textile industry in becoming
more sustainable. Our WASTECONTROL system, for example, features

Making a measurable impact
Our company has a strong passion for
sustainability, and we are relentless in our
efforts to turn that passion into progress. Our
three new targets provide a clear and
measurable indication of our performance.

Visit our website for more information:
Our targets - Trützschler (truetzschler.de)

Change in Office Bearer
As discussed and decided in the last G. C. Meeting Mr. KAMAL MISHRA, from TAI Delhi Unit,
will be the Hon. Joint Gen. Secretary in place of Dr. R. N. Joshi.
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Post Event Report of TAI Marathwada Unit

The Textile Association (India0 – Marathwada
Unit organized Texplorer 2022, a technical event
of Department of Textile technology held during
30th April to 2nd May, 2022. This event was jointly
organized by Department of Textile Technology
of SGGSIE&T, Nanded, Maharashtra and Student

Chapter of TAI Marathwada Unit. Under this,
four events organized such as Fashion Show, Style
Your Mannequin, Draw your Designs, Text Quiz.

Atharva Yadav was a
main Coordinator,
Rishabh Singh (Joint
Coordinator), along with
Rutuja Pandav (Main
Coordinator of Style
Your Mannequin), Srushti
Jathode (Main
Coordinator of Draw
Your Design), Chinmay
Khadkikar (Main
Coordinator of Texquiz),
Bhagyesh Ingale (Main
Coordinator of Fashion Show) coordinated the
entire events. Teams from across the Maharashtra
Colleges such as DKTE - Ichalkaranji, SIBER
College - Kolhapur, MGM - Aurangabad, Gramin
Polytechnic - Nanded, Govt. Polytechnic Aurangabad, SGGS - Nanded etc. have
participated in these events. Dr. Srikrshna & Mr.
Sumedhraj were the Faculty Coordinators for
these events.
Style Your Mannequin
This event was held on 30th of April. Total 19
teams had participated. Judge of this event was
Mrs. Suvarna Mundlik, Dr. P. G. Solankar. The
winners of this event were 1. Apurva Kagale and
Team (Siber College) and 2. Shreya Kharche and
Team (Siber College).
Draw Your Design
This event was held on 1st of May. In this event a
total 50 participants participated. Judge of this
event was our alumni Mrs. Suvarna Mundlik. The
Winners of this event were 1.Vaishnavi Phuke

(Siber College Kolhapur) and 2. Priya Chauhan
(M.G.M. College, Aurangabad).
Texquiz
This event was held on 1st of May. In this event a
total 50 participants participated. Judge of this
event was our faculty Dr. Shrikrishna Natarajan
and Mr. Sumetraj Hingolkar of Textile Technology
Department. The Winners of this event were 1.
Swapnil Powar (D.K.T.E., Kolhapur) and 2.
Aakash Pawar (Sggs, Nanded).
Fashion Show
This event was held on 2nd of May. In this event a
total of 10 teams participated. Each team had 8 to
12 participants. Judge of this event was Mrs.
Chitrashila Garat (Government Residential
Women"S Polytechnic, Latur). The special guest of
this event was Ms. Neha Malik. She is a very
famous actress and model of Punjabi films. The

Winners of this event were 1. Ocean Bliss Team
(M.G.M. Aurangabad) and 2. Turbo Belical Team
(SGGS, Nanded)

Liva's introduces its new campaign brand Navyasa Saree
Navyasa by Liva's introduces its new campaign #freetobe with Deepika
Padukone
Launched by the house of Aditya Birla Group, Navyasa by Liva is
redefining the saree category
New age saree brand Navyasa by Liva from the house of Aditya Birla
Group has announced marketing and advertising campaign; featuring
Deepika Padukon. The brand has been creating quite a buzz with a new
approach to wearing sarees that is #freetobe.
Conceptualized in line with the theme #freetobe, the campaign showcases
the brand's intent to revolutionize the way sarees are perceived. Navyasa
by Liva features vibrant and chic designs for modern women. The range
has been visualized by renowned designers Abir and Nanki along with the
internal design team at Liva. The fabric is soft and flowy, and allows
effortless movement. It is also equally important to note that it is a big leap
forward for responsible and sustainable fashion in India.
Commenting on the campaign launch Mr. Rajnikant Sabnavis, Chief
Marketing Officer, Grasim Industries (Pulp and Fibre), “Navyasa by Liva is
redefining the saree category to beautifully capture the essence of modern
Indian women. The brands intension is clear that it is here to stay and the
association with Deepika Padukone as the face of the brand will only up
the ante and take the brand to the next level.
She perfectly captures the bold and individualistic style that Navyasa by
Liva represents, making Deepika a great fit for the brand. The campaign
idea is in sync with the brand spirit and brings alive the ethos effectively.
We are very happy to see the response to the campaign and the aspiration
it inculcates among the audience.”
The TVC represents how a saree is breaking stereotypes with its fluid,
breathable and comfortable nature. It is being worn in places not imagined earlier and helps explore life with ease whether at work, party, lunch or a cafe.
It gives the wearer the freedom of expression enabling them to achieve their dreams with conviction while wearing the saree.
“Fabrics like Liva Crepe and Satin are very popular amongst the younger audience that drapes sarees. The Navyasa by Liva collection offers
contemporary sarees with a complete behavioral understanding of the target audience empowering women to move around with spirited optimism and
#freetobe in their element.” said Mr. Sabnavis.
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In Short

Winding Machine Autoconer X6
Completes Rieter System
With the integration of the winding machine Autoconer X6 in its portfolio, Rieter offers complete
ring and compact-spinning systems from bale to package. This opens up the potential for end-toend transparency and optimization throughout all process steps with the spinning mill
management system ESSENTIAL. The new Multilink systems with Multilot offer maximum
flexibility: Up to four ring spinning machines are linked to one Autoconer and each ring spinning
machine can supply a different type of yarn.
The winding machine Autoconer X6 is the missing piece of
the puzzle which makes Rieter's ring and compact-spinning
system complete. The machine serves as the final quality
assurance and is key to the performance of subsequent
process steps (Fig. 1). Yarn faults that are not detected here
can result in machine downtimes during downstream
processing, to problems during the dyeing process, or to
faults in woven or knitted fabric. The Autoconer reliably
detects faults and unevenness in the yarn, cuts these out, and
Figure 1 - The Autoconer X6 is the final quality
assurance in the ring and compact-spinning process
uses the latest splice technology with open prism to
optimally join together the yarn ends. The prism variants OZ1 and OZ2 cover a wider range of
applications. When splicing cotton-based elastic core yarns, duo-core yarns and multi-core yarns,
the open prisms are used in combination with the well
proven Elastosplicer.
End-to-end transparency from bale to package
By integrating the winding machine Autoconer X6, the
entire system from bale to package is mapped in the
spinning mill management system ESSENTIAL. ESSENTIAL
visualizes key indicators like the machine's production
output per shift and per lot, along with data on yarn
quality and energy consumption. By using defined limit
values and by analyzing machine events, corrective Figure 2 - Multilink systems with Multilot can
process up to four different material feeds.
measures can be initiated promptly. In this way, the highest
level of machine productivity can be ensured.
Integrating the Autoconer also opens further potential for optimization. With the winding
machine as the final quality assurance step, it will be possible to detect quality deviations during
production and even to trace the causes back to upstream process steps and rectify them. To make
the respective functionalities available over the coming years, Rieter has the necessary expertise
across all process steps, provides all the machines, and offers the required mill management system
ESSENTIAL.
Multilink and Multilot: up to four material feeds at the touch of a button
Intelligent material flow with state-of-the-art RFID technology is the heart of the Autoconer's
automated functions. The material flow configuration Multilink makes automation even more
flexible and cost-effective. With Mulitlink up to four ring spinning machines can be linked to one
Autoconer, arranged in series or parallel.
With the function Multilot, Rieter is introducing an innovation to the market. In future, it will be
possible to operate Multilink systems as Multilot variants that can process up to four different
material feeds simultaneously. This means that each of the four ring spinning machines linked via
Multilink can supply a different type of yarn. The yarns are transported within the Autoconer to
the winding unit areas using intelligent material flow control.
In terms of flexibility, Multilot is unique: The feed working range can be flexibly adjusted using
software, right down to the individual winding unit. There is no limitation to one section size, as
with other suppliers. This ensures maximum productivity. The area can be changed centrally at the
push of a button, without the need for a time-consuming mechanical changeover. The operator
guidance is simple and clear: Color-coded Smarttrays are provided for cop transport. Each
material feed has a different color (Fig. 2). This is also clearly indicated on the winding unit display.
The Autoconer is the perfect complement to the Rieter ring and compact-spinning system.
Proven features like the intelligent upper yarn pick-up, a vacuum control, and the winding unit
start-up Launch Control make it the most efficient machine regarding yarn wastage, energy
consumption, compressed-air consumption, and personnel resources.

Mr. R. K. Vij, President, The Textile
Association (India) along with the Members
of TAI Delhi Unit attended the Pollution
Control Strategies for Small and Medium
Scale Units, where Senior Govt. Officials
and Denish Ambassador also were present.
The Textile Association (India) suggested
how to help and Control Pollution
Problems arising due to Small Scale
Industries.

Mr. R. K. Vij, President, The Textile
Association (India) met the Petrochemical
Minister, Secretary and Director on 18-052022 during 'Industry Connect with the
Centre of Excellence Conclave'. He
explained them on the immediate need of
MMF Industry for the growth like BIS, GST
and availability of Raw material.

Mr. Kannan Krishnamurthy, Hon. Secretary,
TAI – Karnataka Unit conducted a
Workshop of Training and Capacity
Building Program on 18-05-2022 on
"Innovation and product Development in
Textile Sector" for Chief Executive Officers
and Board of Directors of production
Organizations. This program was promoted
by the Department of Handlooms and
Textiles of Govt. of Karnataka, under the
Amrith Scheme in Bangalore Urban District.
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